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ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 206
its semi-axes a, V, c' are given by a'2 - a2 = X, 6'2 - 62 = X, c'2 - c2 = X, where X is a root of the equation
.(1).
Let this ellipsoid be the inner boundary of a second thin homoeoid whose volume is equal to that of the former. Let its density at any point (of, yf, sT) be p =f(axja', by/b', cz/c'). The potential of this second homoeoid at the internal point (af/a', &«//&', c£"/c') is equal to the potential required.
We shall in general take a2, Z>2, c2 to be in descending order of magnitude. If X is either positive, or negative and numerically greater than c2, the surface (1) is an ellipsoid. If X is negative and numerically greater than c2 the surface is one of the hyper-boloids or is imaginary. The root of the cubic to be chosen must therefore be the algebraically greatest root. Since the attracted point is external to the ellipsoid a--{-X is necessarily greater than a2, the greatest root is therefore positive.
205.    Taking the case in which the two thin homoeoids are homogeneous, the potential of the outer has been proved constant for all internal points, Art. 68.    It immediately follows that the potential of the inner is the same at all external points which lie on the same confocal.    We therefore infer that the level surfaces j of any thin homogeneous homoeoid are confocal ellipsoids.                1'
It follows from this proposition that the direction of the attraction of a thin homouoid at any external point P' is normal to the confocal ellipsoid which passes through that point.
It is proved in treatises on solid geometry that this normal is also the axis of the cone which has its vertex at P' and envelopes the ellipsoid.
This result was given by Poisson (Mem. de  1'Imtitut,  1835).    There is an elementary demonstration by Steiner in Crelle's Journal, vol. xn.
206.    Since two thin confocal homoeoids have the same level surfaces, their potentials can be made equal over any level surface enclosing both by properly adjusting their masses.   It immediately follows that their potentials are also equal throughout all external space, Art. ISO.    Since the potentials of finite bodies vanish at infinity in the ratio of their masses, it is evident that the masses •of the two homoeoids must be equal.    We, have therefore the following theorem, the potentials, and therefore also the resolved

